
Miniland’s collection of inclusive dolls aims to help children understand the 
values of inclusion and community life through play, promoting empathy 

and acceptance of people of any origin or condition.

FOR A MORE OPEN, INCLUSIVE
AND TOLERANT WORLD

Miniland Dolls international awards

colourful edition

handmade inhandmade in



Miniland’s inspiring doll collection features dolls of
different origins to celebrate inclusivity and representation.
Showcasing various conditions with love and respect, such

as dolls with Down syndrome and dolls with Hearing Implants
or glasses, the award-winning collection aims to encourage

confidence, acceptance and empathy. With different options
available, children are sure to find a doll that’s just like them to

 explore and learn through play. 

Each doll is carefully designed with well-defined features,
 different hair types and textures, and a multitude of skin

tones to represent children from around the world.

Their heads, arms and legs are jointed for easy
dress-up play and all are anatomically correct. 

Discover the collection

At Miniland we understand that we live in a colorful world where diversity is a constant 
reality. The skin color or physical features of a person don’t need to be linked to any 
nationality or geographical area today, but in order to simplify the nomenclature of our dolls 
in this catalog, we will refer to them as “Caucasian”, “Asian”, “African” and “Hispanic”, 
understanding that this is the origin of their ancestry and which has given rise to their 
characteristic phenotypic traits. Always from a perspective of respect and the desire to 
promote the value of tolerance towards diversity among children.



Baby Doll Caucasian
Redhead Girl 15”
(Pink rompers)

31280

Baby Doll Caucasian Girl
with Down syndrome 15”
(Turquoise rompers)

31282

Baby Doll African
Girl 15”
(Melon rompers)

31289

Baby Doll Asian Girl
with Glasses 15”
(Lead color rompers)

31281

Baby Doll Caucasian Girl
with Hearing Implant 15”
(Ochre rompers)

31285

Baby Doll Caucasian
Girl Dirty Blonde Hair 15”
(Cream rompers)

31287

Baby Doll Latin
American Girl 15”
(Salmon rompers)

31286

31288

Baby Doll Caucasian Curly
Black Hair Boy 15”
(Lead color rompers)
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Baby Doll Caucasian
Brunette Girl 15”
(Grey rompers)

31284

You can extend the play experience: 

minilandteachandplay.com

31400

Display 
Colourful
Edition
(66.9 x 28.7 x 11.8”) 

2 x 31280

2 x 31281

2 x 31282

2 x 31284

2 x 31285

2 x 31286

2 x 31287

2 x 31288

2 x 31289

Discover our Feel To Learn 
collection for babies
and toddlers

Browse the Miniland 
catalog to discover more 
Educational toys

Learn more about 
Miniland Dolls 
and accessories

The Miniland Dolls collection is entirely made 
in Spain, in the town of Onil, in the area known 
as the "Toy Valley". And with the guarantee of a 

brand with 60 years of experience in the 
educational toy industry.

Carefully made with love in Spain


